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Traxxas link app instructions

Traxxas Link App for Android and Apple iOS devices available on Google Play and app store Unlock your entire Traxxas TQi® radio system potential using the Traxxas Link wireless module. The wireless module connects the TQi transmitter to your mobile device using the Traxxas Link app. Unlock powerful debugging tools, LED lighting controls, and real-time telemetry data using the intuitive Traxxas Link
graphical interface. As speed and performance Traxxas engineers into vehicles, the power and capability of TQi and Traxxas Link expands their fun into a whole new territory. The program requirements are listed below. What can you do with the Traxxas Link App? 1. Connect wirelessly via Bluetooth to the Traxxas TQi transmitter The next generation TQi radio system is wirelessly connected to the device
to make it easier to use all the functions of the radio system. This eliminates the need for traditional button menus. 2. Change the settings of the radio system The radio system TQi has a wide range of adjustment and debugging functions. Traxxas Link provides an intuitive, high-resolution graphical user interface to save custom settings in just a few seconds. Change the direction of the servo, adjust the
Traxxas stability control (TSM) level, or finely adjust the driving speed or braking percentage with just a few screen taps. 3. Program the multifunction knob on the transmitter TQi multifunction knob can be programmed to perform various functions, such as steering adjustment or throttle sensitivity to fly. 4. Store, view and manage the settings of all Traxxas vehicles Your custom settings are automatically
cancelled for up to 30 models when using the vehicle and transmitter. There is no need to fist with green interfaces that require you to find and choose which vehicle you want to run. 5. View real-time telemetry with beautiful high definition graphics Telemetry is transmitted wirelessly to your device so that while you focus on driving, a friend can keep you updated about speed, temperature and battery
voltage, all live and real time. Adjustment of debugging can even be done while driving. Driving solo? Don't worry... Traxx Link saves telemetry data for recovery later. 6. Review the exact speed data Install optional GPS module 2.0 on the telemetry extender 2.0 (sold separately) and the Traxxas Link program provides incredibly accurate speed results that will not be affected by factors such as drive ratio
and tyre spin. 7. Turn the training mode on and off in seconds If you transmit the transmitter to a person who has not previously driven, select Training mode to reduce power and speed in half until the new driver is familiar with the controller. Only Traxx has it! The Traxxas Link app integrates your Android, iPhone, iPad or iPod touch with a TQi transmitter to the full potential of the Traxxas TQi radio system.
Gone are clunky controls and blocked monochrome graphics radio systems. This powerful program allows you to fully control traxxas radio-controlled model and combine it with an intuitive, high-definition graphical interface. Install Traxxas Link telemetry sensors in your vehicle (several models have pre-installed telemetry), and Traxx Link displays real-time data such as speed, RPM, temperature and
battery voltage with amazing graphics. Traxx is building the world's fastest Ready-To-Race radio-controlled models that can exceed 100mph. Such a level of activity requires precise control. Traxx Link provides you with tools for precise adjustment and excellent control, while informing you about the state and speed of your vehicle. Intuitive for Android 4.4 and later or Apple iOS 7.0 and later platforms
Customizable dashboard dial or digital reading meters Set threshold alerts and log maximise, minima or averages View telemetry reviews using the dashboard recording feature, which includes the sound Instant Replay feature captures previous 60-second dashboard activity Records can be named and saved See telemetry reviews from electrical and nitro models for speed , temperature and voltage
Customize LED lighting modes on certain models Edit, save and share disk profiles Visually manage an unlimited number of models using the Traxxas Link app and see: The history of transmitter models Model names Customizable settings Profiles Traxx Link allows you to easily learn, understand, and achieve powerful debugging options integrated into each Traxxas TQi radio system. Control disk effect
settings, such as driving and throttle sensitivity; driving percentage; braking strength; and throttle finish by simply touching and dragging the sliders on the screen or turning on the multifunction knob in the transmitter. With Traxx link everything happens live, during the flight, giving you quick feedback on the changes you made. After you create the perfect model management settings, save them as a profile
that you can later restore, use in another model, or share them with friends. If the road conditions change, simply reset the disk effects and save them as a new profile. Traxx Link collects and records telemetry data in real time when you drive. Some models, such as Unlimited Desert Racer, E-Revo and X-Maxx, supply telemetry data directly from ESC without additional sensors. Other models may require
additional sensors to display speed, battery voltage, RPM, and temperature. Traxx Link automatically detects and recognizes Traxxas Link sensors for easy detection and configuration. The instrument panel is fully adaptable using dialing or digital reading meters. Set up threshold alerts and journal minimums or averages. Use recording to document dashboard view with sound to track your driving. If you
forgot to save, just tap Instant Replay at any time to capture the previous minute of fun and unexpected triumphs. Minute. can be named and saved for comparison, viewing, and sharing with friends. The model configuration settings provide a beautifully simple visual interface for precise adjustments to servo adjustments, such as a secondary pinion, power points, and servo reversing parameters. Select the
servo by tapping the channel icon. Model setups can be customized to be customized to modify the vehicle, such as changing the pinion drive or installing different tyres. Just select changes from the list. Traxxas Link also gives you direct access to training mode, and even includes an adjustment to determine how fast the model can drive in training mode. This is great when you want to quickly and easily
share your vehicle with a driver who is not yet ready to experience the full speed of your vehicle. Traxx Link simplifies the organization of your vehicle collection. The TQi radio system automatically tracks which vehicles it is required to connect with and what settings have been used for each. Traxx Link provides a visual interface to see the history of transmitter models, name models, customize their
settings, add profiles, and lock them into memory. With traxxas link and TQi radio system, you never need to try and remember which model memory should be selected to drive. Just choose a pattern and any previously tied transmitter, insert them and start having fun. Traxx Link recognizes the model and takes everything where you left. Unlimited number of vehicles can be permanently stored. The factory
settings for all Traxxas models are pre-programmed, so adding the new Traxxas model to the transmitter is instantaneous. Traxxas model factory with TQi Traxxas Link receivers is detected and configured automatically. Traxxas Link is also a handy tool for finding a hobby shop or traxxas retailer closest to you and pointing them on the map. Access support tools, vehicle information, updates built in
contextual help, and more. Expand your options with Telemetry Expander 2.0 Custom Telemetry Expander 2.0 and GPS Module 2.0 (sold separately) to change the game by providing accurate GPS speed data to your TraxxAs Link dashboard. Sealed in a reliable waterproof box, Telemetry Expander 2.0 connects to receiver, ESC or high voltage power amplifier. In addition, Telemetry Expander 2.0
features additional ports for even more telemetry sensors. Add up to three additional temperature sensors and three additional voltage sensors with plug-and-play simplicity. Unscrew from the telemetry setup using the telemetry extender and gps module. Application requirements Traxxas Link is designed for use with Android 4.4 and later or iOS 7.0 and later. That can be fully driven, Traxxas Link requires a
Traxxas TQi transmitter with the Traxxas Link wireless module and the TQi receiver installed in the model. Telemetry features require Traxxas telemetry sensors or compatible ESC. Traxxas Link Wireless Module (#6511) included in some Traxxas models (also sold separately). Android devices devices Separately. Android is a product of Google Inc. Inc.
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